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Fri, May 10, 2013 at 3:01 PM

Hello Arvinth:

What I've done in the past is write a letter giving SME's permission to reprint the paper. I have done this for dissertations, etc. Are you reproducing the entire paper like as a chapter?

If this sounds good, just let me know the title of your NAMRC paper (or the paper no., as I have the list) as well as the title of your thesis.

Best regards,
Ellen

Ellen J. Kehoe
Senior Editor, Journals and Technical Papers
Manufacturing Engineering Media
SME
ekehoe@sme.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Arvinth Chandar [mailto:arvinthr@vt.edu]
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 2:29 PM
To: Ellen Kehoe
Subject: Questions - Permissions to reproduce technical paper

Hi Ellen,
I will be reproducing a conference paper which will appear in the 41st NAMRC (June 2013) for my masters thesis. This is to be submitted to the university library. I would like to get clarified if there is any written procedure that I need to follow to get the permission from SME before I submit my thesis.

Is there any information on the SME website regarding this. Can you provide me the link?

Kindly let me know,
Thanks
Arvinth

Ellen Kehoe <EKehoe@sme.org>
To: Arvinth Chandar <arvinthr@vt.edu>

Tue, May 14, 2013 at 3:59 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

The Society of Manufacturing Engineers grants permission for the use of this non-copyrighted paper in the
Please contact me if there are any questions.

Ellen

---

From: Arvinth Chandar [mailto:arvinthr@vt.edu]
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 5:30 PM
To: Ellen Kehoe
Subject: Re: Questions - Permissions to reproduce technical paper

Ellen,
You are right. This NAMRC paper will be one of my chapters.

NAMRC Paper title - "Statistical Monitoring for Broaching Processes using Energy Features extracted from Cutting Force Signatures"

Thank you very much,
Arvinth
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